Abstract: Electrospinning can be used to produce nanofiber mats. One of the often used polymers for electrospinning is polyacrylonitrile (PAN), especially for the production of carbon nanofibers, but also for a diverse number of other applications. For some of these applications—e.g., creation of nano-filters—the dimensional stability of the nanofiber mats is crucial. While relaxation processes—especially dry, wet and washing relaxation—are well-known and often investigated for knitted fabrics, the dimensional stability of nanofiber mats has not yet been investigated. Here we report on the wet relaxation of PAN nanofiber mats, which are dependent on spinning and solution parameters such as: voltage, electrode distance, nanofiber mat thickness, and solid content in the solution. Our results show that wet relaxation has a significant effect on the samples, resulting in a dimensional change that has to be taken into account for nanofiber mats in wet applications. While the first and second soaking in pure water resulted in an increase of the nanofiber mat area up to approximately 5%, the dried sample, after the second soaking, conversely showed an area reduced by a maximum of 5%. For soaking in soap water, small areal decreases between approximately 1–4% were measured.
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1. Introduction

Electrospinning, from solutions or melts, allows for the production of nanofibers with diameters between few nanometers and a few micrometers. Most soluble and liquefiable polymers, such as polyurethanes, polylactic acid, polyamide, polyethylene terephthalate, polystyrene, polyethylene oxide and a broad variety of biopolymers, can be used [1]. They can also be loaded with a wide variety of additives, such as ceramic or metallic nanoparticles [2–4], or blended with other polymers. Polyethylene oxide especially is often used as a spinning agent for water-soluble polymers which cannot be electrospun on its own [5,6]. The technology of electrospinning is simple, but the process may be influenced by different solution parameters, process parameters, and apparatus parameters [7], which may also offer opportunities for completely new materials with complex chemical structures. Electrospinning is not only a method that is currently being researched intensively, but also finds applications in many technical areas such as nano-composites [8], batteries [9,10], super-capacitors [11] or cell growth [12,13]. Another important application of nanofiber mats is as filters [14–18].

During electrospinning, strong forces act on the emerging fibers, resulting in the desired ultrathin fibers with diameters from some ten nanometers up to a few micrometers. In this stretched state, the polymer is not in equilibrium—i.e., not in the energetically favorable molecular order—due to fast solvent evaporation within milliseconds, which quenches the polymer matrix macrostructure [19,20]. The frozen tensions can be recognized easily during heat treatment stages, e.g., during stabilization of
a nanofiber mat for later carbonization. At high temperatures, the nanofibers tend to relax to reach a state of minimized energy, resulting in shrinkage and bending of the nanofibers if the mats are not fixed during this process. One of the materials most often used for the creation of carbon nanofibers is polyacrylonitrile (PAN) [21–25]. While some authors report on stretching nanofibers—which are mostly prepared from PAN—during heating as a chance to further enhance the mechanical properties [26–29], others suggest different possibilities to fix nanofiber mats during stabilization and carbonization [30–34].

The problem of dry or wet relaxation—without thermal influence—of nanofiber mats has, to the best of our knowledge, not yet been reported in the scientific literature. Such relaxation processes are well-known from knitted fabrics, and several studies have been performed to investigate the dependence of relaxation processes in knitted fabrics on materials, knitted structures, yarn and machine gauges, etc. There have been different and often contrary findings, such as full relaxation of silk fabrics after one or ten washing cycles [35,36], full relaxation of wool fabrics after wetting and tumble drying one or ten times [37,38], or incomplete relaxation for polyester and polyester/stainless steel fabrics [39].

However, for nanofiber mats, despite the importance of this effect—especially for their application as water filters—no such investigations have yet been reported. Here we provide an overview of some relaxation effects which can be found for nanofiber mats electrospun from PAN with different parameters, and either soaked in pure water, or water with soap. The latter is known to reduce the water surface tension as well as static charges; both effects can be expected to change the influence of water on the nanofiber mats. PAN is one of the most often used materials for electrospinning due to the possibility of carbonizing it to reach a higher carbon yield than with many other precursors such as lignin, dopamine, pitch, cellulose, etc. [40] More importantly, it is one of the few water-stable polymers which can be electrospun from the low-toxic solvent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), enabling the avoidance of highly toxic or corrosive solvents.

Here we depict the change of the nanofiber mat area during and after soaking in pure and soap water and show that dimensional changes—positive or negative—up to approximately 5% are possible during this process, which have to be taken into account especially in the preparation of water filters.

2. Materials and Methods

PAN solution was prepared with X-PAN (Dralon GmbH, Lingen, Germany) in a concentration of 16 wt% dissolved in DMSO (min. 99.9%, purchased from S3 Chemicals, Bad Oeynhausen, Germany) by stirring for two hours at room temperature. X-PAN consists of 93% acrylonitrile (AN) and the co-monomers methyl acrylate (MA, 6%) and sodium 2-methyl-2-propene-1-sulfonic acid (Na-MAS, 0.5%).

Electrospinning was performed using a “Nanospider Lab” needleless electrospinning machine (Elmarco, Liberec, Czech Republic). The spinning parameters—voltage between both wires, electrode-substrate distance (E/S distance), and spinning duration—were varied for each nanofiber mat. The different combinations are shown in Table 1. These parameters were chosen as, according to previous experience, these combinations result in homogenous nanofiber mats [41]. The areal weights, averaged over 3 specimens per sample code, are discussed in the Results section.

The other spinning parameters are depicted in Table 2; they were kept constant as much as possible.

For the soaking process, the nanofiber mats were placed in petri dishes, and drops of pure/soap water were slowly added to avoid undesired crinkling of the samples (cf. Figure 2) until 10 mL pure water/ water with 3 drops of soap were reached. It should be mentioned that neither the amount of water, nor the number of soap drops, changed the findings as long as the samples were completely soaked and could freely “swim” in the fluid. After letting the nanofiber mats rest in the water for 3 min, the water was pipetted from the petri dishes, and the nanofiber mats were left to air
During this process, they were regularly detached from the bottom of the petri dishes to avoid undesired conglutinations.

Table 1. Parameter combinations for the electrospinning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Codes</th>
<th>E/S Distance (mm)</th>
<th>Voltage (kV)</th>
<th>Spinning Duration (min)</th>
<th>Areal Weight (g/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120-70-30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-60-30</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-70-30</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.3 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240-70-30</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240-70-60</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240-80-30</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240-80-60</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Spinning parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current (mA)</td>
<td>0.06–0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carriage speed (mm/s)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate speed (mm/min)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground-substrate distance (mm)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature in chamber (°C)</td>
<td>21–23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity in chamber (%)</td>
<td>31–33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nanofiber mat morphologies were studied using: a VK-9000 (Keyence, Neu-Isenburg, Germany) confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) with a nominal magnification of 2000×; a scanning electron microscope (SEM) Zeiss 1450VPSE (Oberkochen, Germany) with a resolution of 5 nm and a nominal magnification of 5000; and an atomic force microscope (AFM) FlexAFM Axiom (Nanosurf, Liestal, Switzerland).

For measurements of the sample dimensions, an identical camera was placed at a defined distance from the samples, and images were taken using a rule for calibration. The images were evaluated using ImageJ 1.51j8 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). For statistical investigation, a one-sample t-test was performed.

3. Results

Figure 1 provides an overview of the morphologies of the nanofiber mats under examination. While electrospinning at the minimum distance of 120 mm between the electrodes with a voltage of 80 kV results in the creation of a nano-membrane with a non-fibrous structure [41] (i.e., of a single layer of several hundred nanometers to few micrometers thickness without visible fibers), this effect was avoided here by reducing the high voltage. Most of the nanofiber mats showed very similar morphologies, with the usual randomly oriented, interlaced fibers. Additional long straight fibers were visible only when using the combination of electrode distance 240 mm with a high voltage of 70 kV. Using 80 kV at a distance of 240 mm typically leads to the same thin and strongly interlaced fibers as in the other cases used here. This is due to higher voltages increasing the forces on the polymer fibers and reducing the time of flight between the high voltage electrode and the substrate—as smaller distances do—and thus the possibility to create thicker, longer fibers.
Figure 1. Confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images of electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofiber mats with different spinning parameters (electrode-substrate distance/voltage): (a) 120 mm/70 kV; (b) 180 mm/60 kV; (c) 180 mm/70 kV; (d) 240 mm/70 kV; (e) 240 mm/80 kV. All spinning durations were 30 min.

These small deviations are no longer visible when SEM images are depicted instead (Figure 2). On the arbitrarily chosen positions, the few long, straight fibers visible in Figure 1d cannot be recognized. The fiber morphologies are very similar for all samples; the amount of beads which typically occur in PAN nanofiber mats electrospun from DMSO [4] varies slightly not only between different samples, but also within the same sample, as depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 2. SEM images of electrospun PAN nanofiber mats with different spinning parameters (electrode-substrate distance/voltage): (a) 120 mm/70 kV; (b) 180 mm/60 kV; (c) 180 mm/70 kV; (d) 240 mm/70 kV; (e) 240 mm/80 kV. All spinning durations were 30 min.

For a deeper investigation, Figure 3 depicts AFM images of the sample electrospun with 240 mm electrode distance and 80 kV voltage (cf. Figure 1e) [42]. Figure 3a,b show overviews of neighboring areas of side lengths 25 µm. Here the arbitrary distributions of fibers and beads are clearly visible, as is the broad distribution of fiber diameters. In both cases, a few relatively thick fibers are visible on the usual background of thinner fibers. Comparing different areas within these overview images also indicates that, on such small scales of several micrometers, the fiber and mat morphology differ strongly. This impedes a reliable “optical” investigation of the influence of wetting on the nanofiber mat morphology.
The same is visible comparing the smaller areas depicted in Figure 3c,d. While in both images areas without beads or large spaces between the fibers were investigated, the fiber diameters vary strongly; Figure 3c shows an area with several conglutinated fibers, while Figure 3d shows more fibers that are—either completely, or in parts of the image—separated and thus seemingly thinner.

These findings underline that small deviations after soaking the nanofiber mats in water or soap water cannot be expected to be visible in a fiber and mat morphology with such large deviations on the smallest scales. Thus, the quantitative description of the effect of wet relaxation on the nanofiber mats concentrates on a macroscopic measurement parameter, i.e., the sample dimension.

Table 1 depicts the areal weights of the different fabrics under examination. Firstly, the smallest distance results in the largest standard deviation, i.e., the strongest deviations between samples cut from different areas. This can be explained by fibers from one point of the high voltage wire reaching a larger fiber distribution area on the substrate, meaning that if the amount of spun polymer differs on different points of the wire, these deviations are leveled out for larger electrode-substrate distances.
This also becomes visible by the significantly increased areal weight of sample 120-70-30, underlining that, for this short distance, electrospinning only occurred near the spinning wires.

The other correlations also show trends that are mostly expected. Doubling the spinning duration approximately doubles the areal weight of the nanofiber mat, and increasing the voltage also increases the areal weight for a 180 mm distance. For a distance of 240 mm, however, this behavior is different. Figure 1d suggests that for this combination of electrode distance and a solid content in the spinning solution of 16%, 70 kV is the ideal voltage, resulting in long, straight nanofibers and a larger areal weight compared to when using a voltage of 80 kV, as visible in Figure 1d.

Generally, PAN nanofiber mats show an interesting behavior when exposed to water. Figure 4a illustrates this effect. The left PAN nanofiber strip depicted here (taken from sample 240-80-30) is loaded with two strips of glue “green tape” to weigh it down; the middle one has similar dimensions without glue; the right one is more narrow. With the first contact to water, the middle nanofiber mat crinkled and folded, the right strip started to coil up (right strip). When this is prevented by a weight (left strip), the sides fold nevertheless.

![Figure 4. Electrospun PAN nanofiber mats (a) after being exposed to water; (b) after being exposed to water with soap.](image)

Interestingly, a nanofiber mat exposed to water with soap behaves completely different (Figure 4b). In this case, the nanofiber strip stays completely straight and unfolded. This effect can either be explained by the significantly reduced water surface tension (approximately 55 mN/m for soap-water as opposed to 72 mN/m for pure water) or by the reduced static charges due to the surfactant. Electrospun nanofiber mats which are not finished to increase their conductivity always show a certain (typically positive) electrostatic charge as a result of the electrospinning process. This effect—which often makes handling of the nanofiber mats problematic—is significantly reduced after soaking a nanofiber mat in water with surfactant (typically negatively charged) and letting it dry. Independent from the reason why water with surfactant has a completely different impact on nanofiber mats than pure water, these preliminary tests indicate that both fluids should be investigated for the context of relaxation of electrospun nanofiber mats.

Firstly, all samples (three specimens each) were soaked in pure water. Figure 5 depicts the results. The percentage area change is calculated as the absolute area difference divided by the original area. Nearly all samples became larger; only the thickest sample 120-70-30 kept its area. It should be mentioned that the error bars are, in most cases, much smaller than the area change, indicating that the measured increase of the area is indeed significant. In addition, the level of statistical significance according to the one-sample t-test is given, as described in the figure caption.
Next, it was tested whether repeated soaking in water changes the dimensions of the nanofiber mats again, or whether one wet relaxation cycle is sufficient for complete relaxation, since both effects were reported for knitted fabrics [35–39]. Figure 6 shows the results of the second soaking process, investigated during soaking (Figure 6a) and after drying (Figure 6b).

The dimensions measured in water (Figure 6a) showed that all samples, aside from the one spun at the shortest distance, experienced an area change of approximately 5%. Comparing these values with those gained after the first soaking step indicates that a value of approximately 5% area increase may be consistent with a fully relaxed state, which may be reached after the first or the second wet relaxation step, depending on the spinning parameters.

After drying, however, something unexpected happened again (Figure 6b). All samples showed reduced areas. While this finding is not significant in all cases (cf. the large error bars for the first four samples), there is a clear deviation from both former findings.

In experiments with knitted fabrics, a higher level of relaxation is often reached for washing relaxation compared to wet relaxation; there is reduced friction due to surfactants, and, at the same time, energy barriers are overcome by the mechanical forces working on the fabrics [39,43]. While washing nanofiber mats in a household washing machine is not possible, the influence of surfactants may not only result in a stronger relaxation due to reduced fiber/fiber friction, but may also be of interest because of the aforementioned prevention of folding and creasing during exposure to water with surfactants.
Figure 7 depicts the dimensional changes during (a) and after soaking (b) the nanofiber mats in water with soap. Similar to the area changes shown in Figure 6b, most values here are negative, indicating a decrease of the sample areas. The further increased error bars result from the corners of some samples being folded erroneously during the tests, impeding exact measurements of the respective sample areas.

![Figure 7. Percentage change of the areas of the electrospun PAN nanofiber mats (a) during exposition to water with soap; (b) after exposition to soap water and drying. Statistical significance is depicted by * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.01) or *** (p < 0.002), respectively.](image)

It should be mentioned that, starting from drying after the second soaking process, sample 240-70-60 always showed the largest decrease in sample area. This finding cannot be explained in terms of any special property of this sample. In addition, the differences are not significant, but merely a tendency. The difference between this sample and the others is given, on the one hand by the morphology (cf. Figure 1), and on the other hand by the thickness. However, the thinner sample with identical spinning parameters and thus same morphology—sample 240-70-30—does not show the same behavior, and neither does sample 240-80-60—the thicker one. More detailed investigations are further necessary to find out whether this tendency is a real effect or just an arbitrary one.

4. Discussion

The results of these wet relaxation tests cannot be interpreted straightforwardly. As opposed to investigations of the wet relaxation of knitted fabrics, a superposition of two opposing tendencies—shrinking and broadening—is observed.

A possible explanation for the first area increase may be found in the electrostatic charging of the single nanofibers in the mats; since they are all positively charged after the electrospinning process, they repel each other which may result in a macroscopically observable increase of the overall sample area. Deitzel et al. reported on a similar influence of the electrostatic charges of the nanofibers during electrospinning, leading to strong enough electrostatic forces to prevent fibers arriving later from being positioned on the first fibers [44]. Similarly, Li et al. used the positive charge of the nanofibers during electrospinning to orient them parallel on grounded electrodes [45]. Lee et al. used the positive electrostatic charge of electrospun nanofiber mats to graft negatively charged silica nanoparticles on them [46]. The impact of the residual charge after spinning on adjacent fibers, however, has not yet been taken into account. Sample 120-70-30 can be assumed to have most strongly connected fibers due to their reduced drying time on the shortest flight distance, possibly impeding displacements between fibers and thus area changes.

The electrostatic charge is not significantly influenced by pure water, as revealed by soaking samples in water several times and finding them still electrostatically charged afterwards. Thus the
preserved area increase during the second soaking step seems logical. After drying, however, another mechanism counteracting the force increasing the sample area must be taken into account.

Comparing this problem with relaxation effects in knitted fabric suggests that a decrease in area may be attributed to a change in the shape; knitted fabrics would often become wider and thinner at the same time. Samples from the borders of the electrospinning area may show a certain degree of fiber orientation and could thus also reveal a certain anisotropy. Here, however, the ratio between the sample borders which are parallel vs. perpendicular to the spinning wires stays constant within measurement accuracy.

Generally, a decrease in the area must be correlated with either an increase in thickness or an increase in density. For the small deviations from the original dimensions which were measured here, however, both these parameters could not be measured with high enough precision, and thus cannot be used to gain further information about the relaxation processes in the nanofiber mats.

Finally, while the relaxation processes found here cannot be explained completely yet, it should be mentioned that further experimental examination is an important requirement for the creation of stable filter materials from nanofiber mats. This is especially so for those which may be mounted in any rigid frame, and will neither break due to too high relaxation forces, nor start folding due to relaxation processes increasing their areas. Investigations with a larger number of samples to reduce the measurement uncertainty, more spinning parameters (adding more distances, voltages and spinning durations), and other fluids with defined surface tensions to soak the sample in are necessary to reliably depict the influence of these parameters on nanofiber mat relaxation.

5. Conclusions

Wet relaxation tests were performed on electrospun nanofiber mats. The results show that for the nanofiber mats soaked in pure water, dimensions first increase up to 5%, but start decreasing after the second drying step following the second soaking process. Conversely, they always show a slight (mostly insignificant) areal decrease during and after soaking in soap water.

These preliminary findings show the importance of performing a larger study to give reliable dependencies of the wet relaxation on the spinning parameters, especially for the application of nanofiber mats as filter materials.
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